
Jason Kocembo 
Century Architectural Hardware  
248-348-6500 
29220 Lyon Oaks Dr.  
Wixom, MI 48393 
2/24/2021 

Tom Carlson 
Elevator Penthouse 
E & L Construction 
66 Adelaide Ave 
Detroit, MI 

Dear Tom 

 
We have enclosed (1) electronic copy of our hollow metal, wood door and door hardware schedule 
for your approval. We have also included (1) copy of our hardware cut sheets/ shop drawings 
prepared from drawings dated 12/23/2020. Please return (1) approved shop drawing. Please 
provide accurate material need dates so we can plan accordingly.  
 
Leadtimes after approval and answers to all questions.  
Century lead times       GC NEED DATES  
Hollow Metal Frames 4-5 Weeks                       
Hollow Metal Doors 5-6 Weeks                
Hardware  4-5 Weeks                      
 

 

Sincerely, 

Jason Kocembo 
Century Architectural Hardware  
248-348-6500 
 



 
Attention: Architect, Designer, Specification Writer, Contractor and Installer 

The purpose of this door, frame and hardware submittal is to detail the manufacturers and products 
that we plan to include in the contract or purchase order. The detail that is scheduled for each opening 
is Century Architectural Hardware’s interpretation of the designers intended use for that opening. We 
base our interpretations on the architectural specifications and plans. 

 

Century Architectural Hardware strives for perfection when detailing, errors and or omission can and 
will occur.  Century Architectural Hardware will take responsibility for clear errors and or omissions from 
the architectural plans and specification. If errors are created by others or errors caused by incomplete 
or missing information in the architectural plans and specification will be the responsibility of the 
architect or specifier. If additional cost occurs it is to be paid by the architect, designer or contractor.  

 

If items are added, deleted or changed during or after the submittal process may result in a change in 
value from the purchase order or contract amount. We must receive written permission to process 
these changes.  

 

Century Architectural Hardware will deliver material F.O.B tailgate only. Additional delivery charges may 
occur if return trips are required because of lack of labor to unload the material or if it is not done in a 
timely manner. 

 

No back-charges for work done or material furnished by others will be accepted with out prior written 
approval from Century Architectural Hardware.  

 

Approval to proceed with ordering material has been given when returned stamped by the architect. 
Frames and doors require preparation for hardware. doors and frames are unable to be ordered until 
hardware is reviewed and approved.  





























































 










 

 















































 































 

 

 

 

 

 

 























     

 

























     








 

            







 

          

           

        


 

 

  

  

 

             






 



























 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



























 




    
    
    
    
    
    
    



































 



 





















































 





















 





























































































































































































































 





























































